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We select the si-fu nans in Shuangjishan,Yuetang Village,Xiuyu District, 
Putian city as the objective of my research. I try to describe their life in the 
perspective of woman and participant. We focus on the background, the reasons 
for the custom development of si-fu nans. We describe the lifes, the marriages of 
Si-fu nans. Besides, we discuss why si-fu nans are less popular now too. The 
paper is organized into three parts: 
The first part includes the preface and the research background. In preface, 
the research reasons, research purpose and related definitions are introduced. 
Research background includes the minor marriage’s history, related works and 
comments. Besides we introduce the investigation method too. 
The second part is the main part of our paper and it includes six chapters. 
The second chapter gives an overview of the geography, history, 
economics and literature of Shuangjishan so that we can understand the 
background for the custom of si-fu nans. 
The third chapter analyses why si-fu nan is prevent in Shuangjishan from 
the economics, family and policy aspect.. 
We describe the adoption, the life before marriage and the marriage of si-fu 
nans in Shuangjishan chapters 4th-6th. We analyze the situation faced by si-fu 
nans, and hope to understand their feeling from their words. 
Chapter seven investigate why the si-fu nan is less popular after 1980s. We 
first analyze the social and economics background for the diminishment of Si-fu 
nans. And then we explain why it diminishes from three aspects which are 
necessary for the custom of the si-fu nan : marriage,adoption . 
The third part concludes our paper. We give a brief analysis to the life of 
si-fu nans. I hope that the reader can have a comprehensive and deep 
understanding for the life of si-fu nans. 
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第一章  文献综述与研究方法 
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江苏镇洋 周氏 蔡廷爵 5 王祖畲《镇洋县志》卷 10《人物》 
长洲 杨氏 袁树声 6 乾隆《苏州府志》卷 69《列女》 
江阴 何氏 陈世荣 9 李兆洛《养一斋文集》卷 15《记陈烈妇事》《养
一斋文集》卷 15《徐节妇刘孺人传》 
阳湖 刘氏 徐时凤 12 张海珊《小安乐窝文集》卷 4《贺烈妇传》 
吴江 陆氏 贺邦达 12 《钖山李氏世谱》卷首之 14《孝烈母汪孺人传》
阳湖 汪氏 李绶馥 13 嘉庆《芜湖县志》卷 12《宦迹》 
湖北云梦 某氏 屠应权 15 乾隆《苏州府志》卷 72《列女》 
江苏吴江 陈氏 凌某 15 光绪《吴江县续志》 
吴江 龚氏 李传臻 15 张士元《嘉树山房集》卷 12《黄贞女论略》
江阴 梅氏 钮成惠 16 《钖山李氏世谱》卷首之 14《节母梅孺人传》
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